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 Progress towards larger scale calculations and 
(interactive production runs) for mid scale calculations.

  Code development has essentially reduced the time for 
  electron-impact scattering to the time required to calculate 
  a single partial wave.  

 Concurrent parallel diagonalisation has been implemented in the 
 in the R-matrix codes for all coupling schemes. 

   -----> process Terabytes instead of Gigabytes of angular algebra 
            and Hamiltonian matrix elements in a matter of hrs

  ------> slow,steady progress towards the open d-shell systems of W 
           Fe, and Ni.

  -------> Downside: Needs  thousands of processors rather than 
                               hundreds 



  

 Electron-impact excitation along the entire Argon 
 sequence  (John Ludlow -submitted J Phys B)

 * Complements ongoing sequence work of Guiyan Liang, Mike Witthoeft 
   and Allan Whiteford

* Every ion stage < 250 levels is carried-out in 3-5 hrs of computation 



  

 Average energy difference of theoretical results with NIST
energy values. Though shifted to NIST values in final adf04 
files.

 



  

 Comparions with experimental cross sections are made 
where available
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 Electron-impact ionisation of highly excited states of fusion 
related species 

 
 



  

 Current state of ongoing boron and carbon calculations for 
ADAS 

 
 

All calculations, both electron-impact excitation and ionisation
 for boron have been completed. However, in light of the neon 
excited state ionisation results higher n shell have now been 
Calculated.

 
For carbon, only the ionisation/excitation of the neutral and singly 
ionised cases remain. Ionisation shall be calculated this autumn. 
Unsual 2s2p^3 ionisation must be considered. 



  

 
Developement of a magnetic sublevel collision strength code.
With the possibility of CR modelling at the magnetic sub level
(lnal and Dubau – J Phys B   20  4221 (1987 ) 

 
 



  

 

 
 

 Whereas, the magnetic sublevel collision strengths are 
difficult to calculate, the J_iM_i → J_fM_f line strength is 
simply a Clebsch-Gordan Coeff ^2  * the J_i ->J_f line 
strength.

 (… phew one less phase to think about!)

* This has been implemented in the relativistic structure 
code GRASP0 of Dr Patrick Norrington.
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